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Abstract

A particle-entrapment model based on local force balances has been developed, implemented 
into computational models of turbulent fluid flow, and applied to simulate the entrapment of slag 
inclusions and bubbles during the continuous casting of steel slabs. Turbulent flow of molten 
steel is computed in the nozzle and mold using transient CFD models. Next, the transport and 
capture of over 30,000 particles are simulated using a Lagrangian approach. Particles touching 
the dendritic interface may be pushed away, dragged away by the transverse flow, or captured 
into the solidifying shell according to the results of a local balance of ten different forces. This 
criterion was validated by reproducing experimental results in two different systems. Finally, the 
model is applied to predict the entrapment distributions of different sized particles in a typical 
slab caster. Although more large particles are safely removed than small ones, the capture rate as 
defects is still high.

Introduction

Surface defects such as slivers and blisters are often caused by captured inclusion clusters, slag, 
bubbles, and other particles. During continuous casting, jets of molten steel from the submerged 
entry nozzle (SEN) ports carry bubbles and inclusion particles into the mold cavity from 
upstream processing, as shown in Figure 1 [1]. In addition, droplets of liquid mold slag may 
become entrained into the flowing steel due to fluid flow problems, via several different 
mechanisms [2]. Figure 2 shows some typical inclusion particles [3] that can be entrapped from 
the flowing liquid into the solidifying steel shell to form defects in continuous-cast product. 
Liquid steel flow in the continuous casting mold has been modeled extensively. Reynolds 
Average Navier-Stokes (RANS and URANS) approaches are based on accurate computation of
the ensemble-averaged velocity field. Particle transport can be tracked using a Lagrangian 
approach, introducing an extra model, such as “random walk” to generate realistic motion of 
every particle. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) models can accurately calculate both the transient 
evolving flow field and Lagrangian particle motion [4, 5] of this turbulent process. 

Having computed the particle paths, a criterion is needed to determine the fate of each particle. 
Particles reaching the solidification front may either become entrapped into the solidifying shell, 
or drift away with the liquid steel. Many previous works adopted the simple criterion that each 
particle is entrapped into the shell if it touches the solidification front [6]. However, this over-
simplified criterion over predicts the entrapment of large particles. Yuan and Thomas [7]
developed a criterion for particle entrapment into the solidification front, accounting for the 
effects of particle properties, Primary Dendrite Arm Spacing (PDAS), local flow field, local 
concentration gradients, surface tension effects, and other forces. This method is summarized 
here, validated, and applied to predict particle entrapment in realistic continuous-casting flow.
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Figure 1. Complex Transport
Phenomena in Continuous Casting 

Mold [1]

Figure 2. Different Types of Particles 
in Continuous Casting Process [3]

Model Description
Fluid Flow Model
Models are needed for the liquid steel flow field, particle transport and particle entrapment at the 
solidification front. Modeling the fluid flow requires solving the mass balance (continuity) and 
momentum equations, and is presented in detail elsewhere [4].

0u and p
t
u

uu u f (1)

The flow domains modeled in this work include only the liquid pool, as the walls represent the 
solidification front. This requires finding the shape of the solid shell using separate models of 
solidification and stress, which include the interfacial gap and mold [8]. Wall law boundary 
conditions enforce downward movement at the casting speed, and include mass and momentum 
sinks [4, 9] to account for mass flow across the interface in both the in-house LES code, CU-
FLOW [4] and in FLUENT [10].

Particle Transport Model
The motion of inclusion particles can be simulated by integrating the following transport 
equation for each particle, which considers contributions from seven different forces:

pd
dt
x

v where p D L added mass G press stress
dm
dt
v F F F F F F (2)

The terms on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (2) are drag force, lift force, added mass force, 
pressure gradient force, stress gradient force, and gravitational force. A seventh force, Basset 
history force, was found to be negligible, owing to the small particles ( ~100 μm) of interest in 
this work [7]. Each of the six hydrodynamic forces in Eq. (2) is discussed next, with further 
details presented elsewhere [7, 9].
The drag force, FD, is calculated in Eq. (3), which also defines the particle Reynolds number
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The lift force, FL, is calculated via Eqs. (4) and (5), with u1 and v1 defined as instantaneous 
streamwise velocities for liquid and particle, and G is the wall normal gradient of u1 [9].
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The added mass force is calculated in Eqs. (6) below:
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The pressure and stress gradient forces, as well as the gravitational force, are calculated via:
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Particle Entrapment Model
Extra forces are exerted on particles which get close to the solidification front, including the 
lubrication force, Van der Waals force, and the surface tension gradient force.
The lubrication force is calculated in Eq. 8,

22
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(8)

where μ is fluid viscosity, Vsol is the solidification front moving velocity, h0 is the distance 
between the dendrite tip and particle, Rp is the particle radius, and rtip is the dendrite tip radius.
The Van der Waals force as given as follows:

2
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r R aF
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, where 0 sp sl pl (9)

where sp, sl, and pl represent the surface tensions for shell-particle, shell-liquid and particle-
liquid respectively, and a0 is the diameter of a liquid atom.
The surface tension gradient force is calculated with Eqs. (10), (11) and (12), and details of C*,
C0, n, and Vsol can be found in previous work [7].
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The directions of these extra forces are shown in Figure 3 (a), which shows a typical particle 
contacting a typical dendritic front shape [11]. A closeup of the thin liquid film between the 
dendrite tip and a typical particle of alumina or slag is shown in Figure 3(b). For the particle to 
remain stationary in this moving reference frame requires fluid to continuously flow through this 
small gap. If the gap becomes smaller than the critical distance, h0, the dendrite tip can grow 
around the particle to entrap it.

(a) Forces for Particles at Solidification Front (b) Particle-Dendrite Gap
Figure 3.  Force Balance for Particles near Solidification Front [11]
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Figure 4. Flow Chart for the Shell Entrapment Criterion [7] 

The flow chart used to model particle entrapment is shown in Figure 4. Particles smaller than the
local Primary Dendrite Arm Spacing (PDAS), (i.e. 2Rp<PDAS), can flow between the dendrite 
arms to become entrapped, whenever they touch the solidification-front boundary in the 
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calculation. Particles larger than the local PDAS cannot fit between the dendrite arms. If all of 
the forces acting on a large particle are in equilibrium, then it will avoid capture by moving with 
the solidification front that pushes it along in the direction of solidification. This condition is 
checked by balancing normal force components acting on the particle in the boundary layer 
region, which include drag force, F , lift force, and the net effect of lubrication force, Van der 
Waals force and surface tension gradient force in the normal direction. Usually, however, these
repulsive forces in the direction of solidification are not sufficient to push the particle, so the 
dendrites will grow to surround and capture it, unless the net tangential force acting across the 
dendrite front causes it to rotate away. This condition is checked by considering a moment 
balance at dendrite tip, which is dominated by the tangential drag force, FD, , and tangential 
buoyancy force, FB, , but also includes lift force, normal drag force, F , and the net effect of 
lubrication force, Van der Waals force and surface tension gradient force.

Results and Discussion

The model described above for particle entrapment at the solidification front was applied to 
study the inclusion removal rate at top surface based on LES flow simulations, and was validated 
with plant measurements [7]. Then, particle tracking using the flow field results from the RANS 
model was performed, for both single-phase and argon-steel two-phase flows. The effects of 
different particle features and casting conditions on critical downward cross flow velocities and 
particle removal rate by the top surface were also studied.

Particle Entrapment Model Validation
LES simulation was performed to study the transient flow pattern, particle transport, particle
entrapment, and removal rate by the top surface during the continuous casting of a thin slab of 
434 stainless steel at ~1.5m/min, where extensive water model and plant measurements were 
available [12]. Sample sections illustrating the predicted flow pattern are given in Figure 5, and 
shows a classic double-roll recirculating flow pattern. The instantaneous (left) and time-averaged 
flow pattern (right) are compared, based on ~70s of simulation after the flow reached “pseudo”-
steady state. The observed velocity fluctuations are important to particle dispersal and capture. 
The particle transport simulation computes particles touching the top surface slag layer to be 
removed. Some particles (7%) touch the nozzle wall. The weighted average of the final removal 
fractions, given in Table I, is consistent with the results of extensive plant measurements [12], 
based on slime extraction of many large (500g) samples for typical conditions.

The results shown here suggest that a significant fraction of very large particles can be removed 
from the mold region. This is known to be the case for straight-walled casters, and is the reason 
that many companies have invested in changing their top sections from curved to vertical. 
Alternatively, the less-buoyant, easily-trapped smaller particles always experience small removal 
fractions. These cause less quality problems owing to their smaller size. Intermediate-sized 
particles of 100μm - 250μm are large enough to cause severe quality problems, yet are predicted 
to have high entrapment fractions, even in a vertical caster. Thus, it is important to remove them
from the steel during refining stages prior to entering the mold.  

Predicted Critical Cross-Flow Velocities in Continuous Steel Caster 
To illustrate the behavior of the validated particle-capture criterion, critical velocities of the flow 
relative to the downward moving shell for the capture of different particles were computed for 
different conditions in a steel caster. The flow was assumed to be vertical (upwards or 
downwards) across a horizontally-growing solidification front, such as encountered near the 
narrow face in the continuous casting mold region.
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Table I. Particle Removal/Entrapment Rate
Calculation vs. Plant Measurement

Inclusion size* 
(μm)

Mold slag
(top 

surface)

Trapped 
in Shell 

(product)

40 7% 86%
100 12% 81%
250 42% 51%
400 70% 23%

Total measured
(tundish to slab)

[12]
22% 78%

The results in Figure 6 show that small particles (< PDAS) are always entrapped, while larger 
particles are only entrapped within a narrowing window of cross-flow velocity that achieves a 
force balance. Figure 6 (a) clearly shows that the critical downward cross-flow velocity increases 
with decreasing particle density. For lighter particles, more downward liquid steel momentum is 
needed to balance the buoyancy force, in order to keep the particle still at the solidification front 
and get captured. Figure 6 (b) shows how PDAS affects the critical downward cross flow 
velocity for capturing argon bubbles. Increasing PDAS traps many more small bubbles, but has 
less effect on larger bubbles. Bubbles larger than ~600 μm are difficult to entrap and are 
relatively unaffected by PDAS. Figure 6(c) shows little significance of the solidification front 
moving velocity on critical downward cross flow velocities. Figure 6 (d) shows that sulfur 
concentration has a more important influence on the critical downward flow velocity. Increasing 
sulfur especially increases the entrapment of 150-300 μm particles, for the conditions studied.

Effect of multiphase flow on particle entrapment
Liquid steel flow patterns in a typical slab-casting mold for both single-phase and argon-steel 
two-phase flows are computed using the RANS approach, and 5000 slag droplets are tracked 
using the Lagrangian approach, with turbulent velocity fluctuations generated with the random 
walk model. Two different slag droplet diameters, 100 μm and 400 μm, are studied.
Results in Figure 7 (a) and (b) show a dramatic increase in particle removal rate into the top 
surface as particle size increases. This is because larger particles float faster and are much easier 
to escape entrapment than smaller particles when they contact the shell. This observation agrees 
with previous case study with LES. This trend concerning particle size is observed for both 
single- and two-phase flows. It is also interesting to note more clustering of the entrapment 
locations of larger particles. This is because only certain regions in the flow field achieve the 
narrow range of cross-flow velocities at the interface needed to capture larger particles.
Comparing surface removal rates, gas injection increases the top surface removal rate of 100-μm 
diameter particles by a factor of ~5, relative to single-phase flow. The removal rates of 400-μm 
diameter inclusions stay almost the same.
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(a) Effect of Particle Types (b) Effect of PDAS, (Argon Bubbles) 

  
(c) Effect of Solidification Front Velocity,

(Argon Bubbles)
(d) Effect of Sulfur Concentration,

(Argon Bubbles)
 

Figure 6.  Effects on Critical Cross-Flow Velocity for Particle Entrapment [9]

Conclusions

A criterion for particle entrapment in casting processes is presented, which considers normal and 
tangential force balances involving ten different forces acting on a particle in the boundary layer 
region near the solidification front. These forces include: transverse drag, (caused by fluid flow 
across the dendrite interface), gravity (buoyancy), the minor bulk hydrodynamic forces (lift,
pressure gradient, stress gradient, Basset, and added mass forces), and other forces acting at the 
interface (lubrication drag, Van der Waals, and surface tension gradient forces). This capture 
criterion has been validated with experimental measurements.

Lagrangian computations of particle transport during continuous casting of steel slabs were
performed, based on fluid velocity fields obtained from both LES and RANS simulations. Using 
the particle entrapment model, removal rates to the slag layer were computed. The results reveal:

1. Particle entrapment depends mainly on the particle size and density, transverse fluid 
velocity, sulfur concentration gradient, solidification front velocity, and PDAS.

2. Increasing the number of particles improves the accuracy of removal predictions, 
especially for later times (e.g. 10-100s). At least 2500 particles are required to obtain 
accuracy within 3%.

3. Overall particle removal rates to the top surface are small, (<20%), so upstream refining, 
prevention of reoxidation, and mold flow patterns to avoid slag entrainment are crucial.

4. Particle removal to the top surface decreases greatly (~50% to ~10%) with decreasing 
particle size, using both LES and RANS modeling of different casters.

5. Gas injection helps to increase the particle removal rate at top surface for relatively small 
provides not much improvement for larger particles .
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(a) Single phase flow, 100 (b) Single phase, 

(c) Argon-steel flow, 100 slag particle (d) Argon-steel flow, 400 slag particle
Figure 7.  Effects of flow pattern and particle size on particle distribution in the caster
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